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ABSTRACT 

This Study Describes the Policv Naqoya Indonesia ratified the protocol. this protocol qoverninq access 
to genetic resources and equ1table shanng of benefits ar1s1ng from the balanced utilization on 
biodr.~ersitv conr.~ention. the Naqova protocol 1s important for Indonesia because this protocol is an 
mstrument to prevent the theft of qenetic resources (biopiracvl Indonesia 1s an a countrv that has a 
wealth of genetic resources are very large. Because of the wea lth of genetic resources, Indonesian 
dubbed "meQa d1vers1ty". Indonesia has rallf1ed the Naqoya protocol by 1ssu1nq Law No. 11 1n 2013 on 
the ratification of the Naqova protocol access to genet1c resources and benefit sharing fair ang 
balanced arising from utilization 
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INTRODUCTION 

This research will analyze the Indonesian interest in signing the Protocol of Nagoya 
and ratifying it in 2013. In 2011, the Government of Indonesia had signed the 
Protocol of Nagoya, an international treaty within the framework of the Convention 
on biological diversity (the Convention on Biodiversity). This agreement regulates a 
comprehensive protection on the wealth of biodiversity and guarantees a profit 
sharing for the owners of genetic resources, such as Indonesia. 

A number of academic studies clearly show that the value of biological resources 
and related traditional knowledge can reach 500-800 billion US dollars each year. 
Therefore, the efforts of genetic resources protection is urgency to be applied in 
order to prevent a greater harm, especially for a country that has a wealth of great 
biological resources (mega diverse country}, such as Indonesia. 

The Nagoya Protocol was agreed at the meeting of the 1Oth State Conference on the 
Convention on Biological Diversity on 29 October 2010 in Nagoya, Japan. The 
adoption of this Protocol was a historical moment after the negotiations that took 
almost 10 years. On this occasion, Indonesia signed a Protocol of Nagoya along vvith 
Guatemala, India, Japan, Norway, South Africa, Switzerland, and Tunisia. Thus until 
today there are 21 signatorY countries from the 193 States on the Convention on 
Biological Diversity. 1 
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